
Nappy bin with the continuous bag solution

Saclò BABY
Thanks to the innovative continuous bag system, 
you will have the following advantages:

HYGIENIC
No contact with waste.

ANTI ODOR
Also suitable for closed environments.

PRACTICALITY
Unrivalled practicality in bag change.

ECO-FRIENDLY
100% biodegradable plastic.

Saclò Baby
capacity: 43 L
width 40 cm
depth: 26 cm
height: 64 cm
material: ABS plastic 

Refi ll
length: 30 m
material: polietilene single-layer
100% biodegradable

SAFETY
One hand is always free for the baby.

Nappy bin with the continuous bag solution

Saclò BABY

AREAS OF USE
Daycare Centers, Homes, 

Nursery, Shopping centers
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The Saclò continuous bag system is based on a special “endless” bag 
(up to 110 metres long) which is unrolled, closed and cut every time the 
operator has to throw away the trash. 

When one bag is closed, the next is immediately ready to use!

BAG
REPLACEMENT

CONTINUOUS BAG SYSTEM - HOW IT WORKS?

Description

Compared to the various nappy bins on the market, the Saclò Baby model combines all the advantages of foot-pedal 
opening with the effi cient continuous bag solution.

Hygiene and safety are the top priority: it allows leaving one hand free to hold the baby on the changing table or in your 
arms, while the other hand throws away the nappy, as the lid can be easily opened with a simple step on the pedal.

This container has an effective odour-control system as the compartment under the lid is almost completely sealed, 
except for a small hole with a spring opening that closes instantly when the nappy is dropped.

The nappies inside the bin are collected in an “endless” 30-metre long bag, 100% biodegradable. This offers operators 
all the practicality of a quick and hygienic bag change, consuming only the plastic necessary.

Saclò Baby is a nappy bin with a compact and discreet design, but great capacity, it is perfect for daycare centres, 
nurseries and common toilets, offering a better service to operators and mothers when changing babies.

It is also ideal for domestic use when the need for practicality does not accept compromises. Its capacity, practical bag 
change and effective odour-control system makes Saclò Baby the perfect helper in the home.

1. FILL                2. SEAL                3. CUT

25 sec.
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